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i second that meaning example sentences grammarhow May 19 2024
i second that is an expression that you can use to express support for something someone else is saying when you use i second
that you re letting everyone else know that you also support that idea

american english i second that motion or i second that Apr 18 2024
i second that notion to mean i support that idea or i d back that proposal then i think it s an acceptable usage although you run
the risk of something thinking you ve said an eggcorn when perhaps you haven t perhaps you should simply say i second that
idea to remove all doubt

how to carry out a motion in a meeting bizfluent Mar 17 2024
once a motion has been accepted the chair person will ask for a second another member will second the motion by saying i
second or something similar the chair person will then repeat the entire motion for accuracy

what does i second that mean and how to use it Feb 16 2024
i second that is a common idiom in english used when confirming or agreeing with what another person has to say the phrase is
commonly used when one needs to support something someone else has said i second that examples john i think we should get
a drink tonight to celebrate your promotion ashley i second that idea

2nd or 2th which is correct Jan 15 2024
use 2nd or second when you are talking about a portion or member in a group for example you could say sheila was 2nd in line
to get tickets for the concert use 2nd to reference a date as an example i might say i was born on january 2nd 1995 use second
when you are speaking about time for example you can say



second amendment to the united states constitution wikipedia Dec 14 2023
the second amendment amendment ii to the united states constitution protects the right to keep and bear arms it was ratified
on december 15 1791 along with nine other articles of the bill of rights in district of columbia v

i second that meaning origin and usage english grammar Nov 13 2023
i second that is a common idiom in modern language you ll use the phrase when confirming what another person has to say
typically the phrase appears in a politically or socially based democratic system where people need to vote on the merits of a
particular proposal

i second that english examples in context ludwig Oct 12 2023
i second that is a correct and usable phrase in written english it is typically used when one concurs with an opinion that has
already been stated by someone else for example you might say i second that we should definitely look into getting a new car

second that emotion or notion or motion grammarist Sep 11 2023
to second something is to agree that it should be done usually a motion needs to be seconded before it can be put to a vote from
the entire group by saying you second that motion you are saying that you agree with the proposed course of action or that you
agree with the idea

the second amendment definition text rights history Aug 10 2023
the second amendment ratified in 1791 is one of 10 amendments that form the bill of rights it establishes the right to bear arms
and figures prominently in the long running debate over gun

is there any difference between saying i second reddit Jul 09 2023
the only difference is tense i second that is present tense i ll second that is i will second that and is future tense the phrase
originates from a certain format of how to conduct meetings



second amendment text meaning definition history Jun 08 2023
second amendment amendment to the constitution of the united states adopted in 1791 as part of the bill of rights that provided
a constitutional check on congressional power under article i section 8 to organize arm and discipline the federal militia

the second amendment right to bear arms findlaw May 07 2023
the second amendment is possibly the most hotly debated single sentence of the united states constitution for over 200 years
the supreme court has analyzed the second amendment to determine just how far the right to bear arms can go

i second that you wordreference forums Apr 06 2023
when someone came up with a proposal and i think it s great is it both right to say i second that and i second you thanks

what means i second that hinative Mar 05 2023
you would not say i third that but you could say third in general it would but much more common to just say me too or i agree
for whatever reason though while you can get away with saying third you wouldn t say fourth you can also respond to someone
saying i second that with no

u s constitution second amendment resources Feb 04 2023
second amendment explained a well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state the right of the people to
keep and bear arms shall not be infringed

synonyms for i second that power thesaurus Jan 03 2023
another way to say i second that synonyms for i second that other words and phrases for i second that



uk gambling watchdog investigating a second candidate over Dec 02 2022
asked thursday about reports that the u k s gambling commission was investigating a second conservative candidate for placing
a bet on the date of the election michael gove told the bbc that if people used inside information to bet it would be deeply wrong
british media including the pa news agency and the bbc reported thursday that

how to write ordinal numbers correctly grammarly Nov 01 2022
when writing ordinal numbers it s important to remember the right suffixes most numbers use the suffix th except for 1 first 2
second and 3 third numbers over 20 use the suffix of the last number for example the ordinal for 53 is fifty third

interpretation the second amendment constitution center Sep 30 2022
the second amendment conceded nothing to the anti federalists desire to sharply curtail the military power of the federal
government which would have required substantial changes in the original constitution
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